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Workbooks for CSEC  Age 16+

AUTHORS: Biology and Chemistry: Anne Tindale 
 Physics: Terry David

Valuable activity books for CSEC Biology, Chemistry and Physics students

They cover all aspects of the Caribbean Examinations Council’s Certificate of 
Secondary Education Biology, Chemistry and Physics syllabuses.

The workbooks provide excellent practice for the structured questions from Paper 2 
of the CSEC Examinations and are a great aid to revision and examination practice.  
They have been specially written to help CSEC students maximize their exam scores.

• Questions and activities on all aspects of the Biology, Chemistry and Physics 
syllabuses

• Clear diagrams, charts and graphs for data analysis activities
• Clear mark allocations to indicate the value of each question part 

Collins Biology workbook for CSEC 978-0-00-811601-9 May-15

Collins Chemistry workbook for CSEC 978-0-00-811602-6 May-15

Collins Physics workbook for CSEC 978-0-00-811603-3 May-15

Collins Advanced Science  Age 16+

• Provides full support for all the major exam boards with emphasis on How Science 
Works, Science in Context and Stretch and Challenge feature boxes

• Written by expert authors with many years’ experience of teaching, examining and 
writing

• Collins Advanced Science resources are also available on Collins Connect – making 
them accessible for your students and teachers at home and at school. Trials are 
available – contact collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

Collins Advanced Science Biology 978-0-00-726745-3

Collins Advanced Science Chemistry 978-0-00-726747-7

Collins Advanced Science Physics 978-0-00-726749-1

Covers subject to change
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Collins Social Studies for  
the Caribbean  Age 11-14

A content and activity-led course set in contexts relevant to the Caribbean

Suitable for lower secondary students in all parts of the Caribbean, this course has 
been specially written to help students develop the skills they need for success in social 
studies.  

• Developed and written specifically for the Caribbean and with full coverage of the 
Trinidad and Tobago syllabus

• Student’s books for each form (form 1, form 2 and form 3)
• Accompanying workbooks for each level provide opportunities for  

written activities and help students consolidate learning

Covers subject to change

SECONDARY

Student’s book 1 978-0-00-811588-3 Aug-15 Workbook 1 978-0-00-811592-0 Aug-15

Student’s book 2 978-0-00-811590-6 Aug-15 Workbook 2 978-0-00-811593-7 Aug-15

Student’s book 3 978-0-00-811591-3 Aug-15 Workbook 3 978-0-00-811594-4 Aug-15

Use practical 
activities, ideas for 
research, projects 
and discussions 
throughout to 
engage students 
and bring topics 
to life

Enable teachers and 
students to check progress 
with quick questions

Provide real-life context and give 
further information with case studies

Help students and teachers understand 
the purpose of topics quickly with clear 
learning objectives introducing each unit

Inspire students and help them 
understand with photographs 
showing social studies topics in a 
local and global context Provide fascinating 

extra facts and 
information with the 
‘Did you know...?’ 
feature

Highlight vocabulary crucial to 
understanding that students may 
not have come across before

Make the content accessible with 
clear explanations about each topic
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Collins Economics for CAPE  
AUTHOR: Dave Ramsingh

A comprehensive text for students studying for the Caribbean Examination Council’s 
Advanced Proficiency Examination in Economics

Economics for CAPE covers all aspects of the current syllabus in Economics and features 
examples and contexts with specific relevance to the Caribbean. 

This book has been carefully written, with an easy and accessible style, to make difficult 
Economics concepts accessible to all students. Based on the author’s awareness – from 
extensive teaching experience – of where students struggle and how to help them.

• Clear concise text describing key economic concepts in straightforward English
• Diagrams, bulleted lists and tables to summarise information
• Examples of common student errors and misconceptions
• Helpful hints and step by step guidelines wherever possible
• Section summaries and End of Unit summaries to aid revision
• Practice questions at the end of each Unit, to enable students to assess their progress

Collins Economics for CAPE 978-0-00-811589-0 May-15

Cover subject to change
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Collins CAPE Revision Guides – Economics, Accounting 
and Management of Business
AUTHORS: Economics: Dave Ramsingh
 Accounting: Lystra James & Carl Herrera
 Management of Business: Kathleen Singh

Crucial content and skills students need to master for success in CAPE examinations

• Full coverage of the exam syllabus
• Clear succinct explanations of core concepts
• Practical advice and guidance to help students do well in the exam

Collins CAPE Revision Guide – Economics 978-0-00-811604-0 Nov-15

Collins CAPE Revision Guide – Accounting 978-0-00-811605-7 Nov-15

Collins CAPE Revision Guide – Management of Business 978-0-00-811606-4 Nov-15

Covers subject to change

Sociology Themes and Perspectives  Age 16+

Eighth edition of the bestselling ‘Blue Bible’ of Sociology written by Michael 
Haralambos and Martin Holborn

Ensure your teaching is as current as possible with the 8th edition of this essential 
resource, featuring completely up-to-date sociological teaching, the latest research, 
empirical studies and theoretical developments, and an all new section on 
‘Development and Globalisation’.

Sociology Themes and Perspectives 8th Edition 978-0-00-749882-6

Sociology Themes and Perspectives Handbook 978-0-00-731072-2

Technical Drawing GCE and CSE  Age 14-16

Enable students to learn quickly with this flexible, visual approach based resource.

Technical Drawing GCE and CSE 978-0-00-322298-2
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Collins Advanced Mathematics   Age 16+

Help your students succeed with comprehensive support from 
a leading Maths publisher. Build students’ confidence and skills 
with Collins Advanced Mathematics for Post-16 Mathematics 
qualifications.

• Promote real understanding with problem-solving exercises

• Consolidate learning with hundreds of questions to practise 
techniques

• Enclurage learning in context with real-life examples throughout 
the course

• Provide trusted support from a well-respected author team

Collins Advanced Mathematics Statistics 978-0-00-742904-2

Collins Advanced Mathematics Mechanics 978-0-00-742905-9

Collins Advanced Mathematics Pure Mathematics 978-0-00-742906-6

Each topic within every book is available to download from 
www.collins.co.uk/advancedmaths
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